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Abstract: Compute intensive applications require lot of resources in the computation itself. In such situations, the 

information retrieval becomes trickier than the normal retrieval, especially when the application contains large amount 

of data to be processed. This may require computing the indices of the records, processing of the records, placing the 

records at its proper place based on some hashing techniques and so on. Based on the type of processing required, the 

retrieval process can also be categorized into the data and compute intensive storage and/or retrieval. Data-intensive 

and compute intensive systems encompass terabytes to petabytes of data. They require massive storage and intensive 

computational power in order to execute complex queries and generate timely results. In addition to this, the pace at 

which the data is growing all over the world, adds fuel into the fire. Retrieving data from such a large volume is like 

finding a needle from a haystack. This becomes more difficult when the data is stored on clouds and when data is to be 

migrated from one place to another in order to fulfill a request or provide some service. Such migration requires 

optimum resource selection from the appropriate neighbor to provide the service to the end user. This paper applies k-

ACO for resource selection technique in compute intensive applications. 
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1. COMPUTE INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS 
 

Compute-intensive is a term that applies to any computer 

application that demands a lot of computation, such as 

meteorology programs and other scientific applications. A 

similar but distinct term, computer-intensive, refers to 

applications that require a lot of computers, such as grid 

computing. Cloud computing is, in general, defined as 

anything that is hosted on Internet and delivered at user’s 

disposal. The rapid growth of the Internet and WWW led 

to vast amounts of information available online. In 

addition, business and government organizations create 

large amounts of both structured and unstructured 

information which needs to be processed, analyzed, and 

linked. Data-intensive computing is a class of parallel 

computing applications which use a data parallel approach 

to processing large volumes of data typically terabytes or 

petabytes in size and typically referred to as big data. 

Computing applications which devote most of their 

execution time to computational requirements are deemed 

compute-intensive, whereas computing applications which 

require large volumes of data and devote most of their 

processing time to I/O and manipulation of data are 

deemed data-intensive [1].  
 

Scientific computing involves the construction of 

mathematical models and numerical solution techniques to 

solve scientific, social scientific and engineering 

problems. These models often require a huge number of 

computing resources to perform large scale experiments or 

to cut down the computational complexity into a 

reasonable time frame. These needs have been initially 

addressed with dedicated high-performance computing 

(HPC) infrastructures such as clusters or with a pool of 

networked machines in the same department, managed by 

some “CPU cycle scavenger” software such as Condor. 

With the advent of Grid computing new opportunities  

 
 

became available to scientists: in a complete analogy with 

the power Grid, the computing Grid could offer on 

demand the horse power required to perform large 

experiments, by relying on a network of machines, 

potentially extended all over the world. Computing Grids 

introduced new capabilities such as dynamic discovery of 

services, the ability of relying on a larger number of 

resources belonging to different administrative domains 

and of finding the best set of machines meeting the 

requirements of applications. The use of Grids for 

scientific computing has become so successful that many 

international projects led to the establishment of world-

wide infrastructures available for computational science. 

The Open Science Grid, originally conceived for 

facilitating data analysis for the Large Hadron Collider, 

actually hosts 25000 machines and provides support for 

data intensive research for different disciplines such as 

biology, chemistry, particle physics, and geographic 

information systems. Enabling Grid for E-SciencE 

(EGEE) is an initiative funded by the European 

Commission that connects more than 91 institutions in 

Europe, Asia, and United States of America, to construct 

the largest multi-science computing Grid infrastructure of 

the world. TeraGRID is an NSF funded project that 

provides scientists with a large computing infrastructure 

built on top of resources at nine resource provider partner 

sites. It is used by 4000 users at over 200 universities that 

advance research in molecular bioscience, ocean science, 

earth science, mathematics, neuroscience, design and 

manufacturing, and other disciplines. These are only the 

most representative examples of scientific Grid 

computing. 
 

Cloud computing, the current emerging trend in delivering 

IT services, can address many of the aforementioned 
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problems. By means of virtualization technologies, Cloud 

computing offers to end users a variety of services 

covering the entire computing stack, from the hardware to 

the application level, by charging them on a pay per use 

basis. Another important feature, from which scientists can 

benefit, is the ability to scale up and down the computing 

infrastructure according to the application requirements 

and the budget of users. By using Cloud based 

technologies scientists can have easy access to large 

distributed infrastructures and completely customize their 

execution environment, thus providing the perfect setup 

for their experiments. Moreover, by renting the 

infrastructure on a pay per use basis, they can have 

immediate access to required resources without any 

capacity planning and they are free to release them when 

resources are no longer needed. Cloud computing provides 

a flexible mechanism for delivering IT services at each 

level of the computing stack: from the hardware level to 

the application level. Hardware appliances and 

applications are provisioned by means of hardware 

virtualization and software-as-a-service solutions, 

respectively. This makes the spectrum of options available 

to scientists wide enough to cover any specific need for 

their research. 
 

Cloud computing delivers infrastructure, platform, and 

software that are made available as subscription-based 

services in a pay-as-you-go model to consumers. These 

services are referred to as Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a 

Service (SaaS) in industries. Cloud computing is Internet- 

based computing.  Although many formal definitions have 

been proposed, NIST provides a somewhat more objective 

and specific definition here [2]. 
 

2. PROBLEM DETAILS AND THE PROPOSED 

SOLUTION 
 

With the advancement of the Cloud, there are new 

possibilities opening up on how applications can be built 

on the Internet. There are large scaled software systems 

such as social networking sites and e-commerce 

applications have already been built and have gained 

popularity enormously. These applications can be 

benefitted greatly by using cloud services to minimize 

costs and improve service quality to the end users. 
 

IT giants Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft, IBM own their 

clouds and the data are being dumped on their clouds. 

Since cloud is a distributed environment and the data 

would be scattered across geographic locations, in order to 

provide a service to the end users, a huge amount of data 

might have to be migrated from one place to other. This 

requires the selection of the appropriate host for accessing 

resources, data etc. and creating a virtual machine (VM) to 

execute the applications in order to fulfill the request so 

that the execution becomes more efficient and access cost 

can be lowered.  
 

This paper proposes the method for the selection of 

resources i.e. to select one data centre for creating VM and  

several other data centres for accessing replicas required 

by the task. The task is submitted to VM. The proposed 

approach is divided into two phases: 
 

In first phase, it finds a set of data centres for the given 

task to access all the replicas required, and then it finds an 

appropriate data centre from the set to create a VM in 

order to execute the task. Here, the data centre is selected 

based on the criteria of the best configuration for 

computation along with minimum propagation delay from 

other data centres in the set of all.  
 

The idea behind this is to reduce the request transfer time 

on the best suited machine for the request execution. This 

is where it differs from a data intensive application. 
 

In the second phase, a cost aware resource selection is 

performed to find a set of data centres such that every data 

centre, which has been selected, has the similar 

configuration for the computation as of VM and contains 

the replicas of the required data for computation to reduce 

the transfer times based on propagation delay. This makes 

sure that the total access cost of these replicas remains as 

low as possible and all data centres are equally powered to 

execute the request. 
 

For, both of this case, the K-means clustering approach is 

used to create a cluster of the VMs based on the type of 

request and allocate the VM accordingly. 
 

For the execution of data intensive retrieval where data 

migration is necessary, it requires to find the appropriate 

data centres where the data is available and then migrate 

the data at the soruce where the request is generated or 

create a VM where the data is available so that migration 

will not take place. 
 

A cloud environment can be considered as a set of M data 

centres D = {d1, d2, dm}, which are connected by links of 

different bandwidths. For an application composed of a set 

of N independent tasks (or jobs) J = {j1, j2, jN} (N >>M), 

each job j in J, requires a set of K datasets, denoted by Fj, 

that are accessed on a subset of D. 
 

Consider a task j that has been submitted to a VM, which 

is created on data centre d, for execution. For each dataset, 

the time needed to transfer it from df   to d is denoted by 

Tt (f, df, d). The estimated data transfer time for the Vm, 

Tt (j), is the maximum value of all the times for 

transferring all the datasets required by the Vm. 
 

Where Rt (df) is the time span from requesting for fd to 

getting the first byte of f. And In addition, the data access 

cost C(j) in our research is a function of c(f) , the access 

cost of each replica f. Here, we consider that each replica, 

whether on local data centre or on remote data centre. 
 

K-Means follows the partitioned clustering approach. It 

involves partitioning the given data set into specific 

number groups called Clusters. Each cluster is associated 

with a centre point called centroid. Each point is assigned 

to a cluster with the closest centroid. Proposed dynamic 

VM allocation algorithm using clustering is as:  
 

Input: List V of Virtual Machine`s with their location 

around the globe, List D of datacenters 
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Algorithm: 
 

1. Select K points according to the number of 

datacenters in D  

2. Choose datacenter from D   

3. Form K clusters of VM`s from V by assigning 

closest centroid based on the distance in terms of 

propagation delay of the best configuration 

machines 

4. Recomputed the centroid of each cluster  

5. Arrange all the requested VM`s in cluster form  

6. Allocate the VM`s to the available Host   

7. If all the VM`s are allocated   

8. Assign the VM`s cluster to the selected 

datacenter  

End if  

9. Repeat [2] until D is empty  

10. If all the VM`s are created in the datacenters  

7. Send the cloudlets to the created VM`s  

8. Compute the Cost of execution 

 

The Initial centroid will be chosen by generating graph 

considering VMs as nodes and finding shortest distance 

among all using John-Dijksta Algorithm. At later stage, 

the cluster are formed based on K-means combined with 

Ant Colony Optimization technique [18][19]. K-Means 

generates different clusters in different runs. In this, the 

clusters will be created according to the application. 

The most important thing is, for the compute intensive 

applications, the clusters will be formed according the 

computing power of the nodes. 
 

3. THE IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 

3.1 Implementation in CloudSim 

In CloudSim, different classes are there that support the 

simulation environment for the cloud computing [13][14]. 

So in order to implement our own policy, it is essential to 

have knowledge about existing allocation policies and the 

classes that support these allocation strategies.  
 

Since clustering is the new concept in the CloudSim, so 

some new classes are also created in CloudSim to compute 

our working policies.  We have created two new classes: 
 

Clustering – This class implements the clustering 

algorithm using K-means and ACO. 
 

DelayMatrix – This class implements John-Dijkstra 

algorithm 
 

ClusteringTestDemo – This class simulates the 

algorithm. 
 

CloudSimExample6 – This class implements non-

clustered approach. 
 

DataCenter – This class created data centers for 

simulation and calculates the execution cost. 
 

DatacenterBroker class is the place where the VM 

allocation policies are carried out. Different functions are 

there in this class that help to process the virtual machines 

and their assignment to the datacenters. 

3.2 Simulation Results 

The test performed this simulation contains five data 

Centres and five brokers. Data centre contain number of 

hosts that are connected by high capacity network links 

with random propagation delays and bandwidth. The 

number of migration requests were 20,40,60,80,100,120. 

Results of the experiment are shown in the graph. Here, 

cloudlet refers to the jobs or request for the execution. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Cloudlet Vs, Execution Time 
 

 
 

Figure2. Cloudlet Vs, Average Execution Time 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper proposes a novel cluster based approach for 

compute intensive applications. The K-means clustering 

with ACO performs better in the compute intensive 

applications as compared to the non-clustered approach. 
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